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Florida Canyon Zinc Project, Peru

Solitario Zinc Corp.

Lik Zinc Project, Alaska

What Solitario Zinc Corp. Offers the Resource Investor

Joint venture interest in two large, high-grade zinc projects:
- Florida Canyon (Peru) held jointly with Nexa
- Lik (Alaska) in partnership with Teck Resources
■ New Florida Canyon resource estimate forthcoming
■ Newly identified drill targets at the Lik project
■ Strong operating partners = lower project development risks and costs
■ Robust balance sheet with ≈$6.9 million in cash and securities
■ Strong management/director equity ownership at 9.3%, excluding options
■

Solitario Zinc Corp. is a zinc focused exploration company engaging in
the acquisition, exploration, and development of zinc properties in safe
jurisdictions in North and South America. Following the purchase of Zazu
Metals in 2017, Solitario grew from a company with just over 361
million pounds of attributable zinc-equivalent in the measured and
indicated resource category to one with over 2.5 billion pounds
of attributable zinc-equivalent. The inferred resource category
increased from approximately 970 million pounds of attributable
zinc-equivalent to 2.1 billion lbs. of attributable zinc-equivalent.
Solitario now has significant joint venture interests in two large, highgrade zinc development projects with world-class partners:
• Florida Canyon Zinc Project in Peru is a high-grade development asset
held jointly with Nexa Resources, the world’s fourth largest zinc producer.
• Lik Zinc Project represents a large-tonnage, high-grade, surface mineable development project in Alaska in partnership with Teck Resources,
the world’s third largest zinc miner.
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Solitario’s consolidated position in these two assets reduces development
risk as both projects are located in favorable jurisdictions with experienced
zinc-producing joint venture partners, increasing the Company’s
exploration potential and reducing shareholder risk by diversifying
Solitario’s asset base.
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Florida Canyon Zinc Project: (PERU)
Florida Canyon is a high grade (12.7% Zn-Eq),
advanced exploration project joint ventured with
Nexa Resources, the fourth largest zinc producer
in the world. To date, our partners have spent over
$70 million on the project including 526 drill holes
with 134,416 meters of drilling. Solitario’s 30% is
fully carried through feasibility and is financed to
production with payback through 50% of cash flow.
In 2019 Solitario’s partner utilized four core rigs
to complete the most agressive work program at
Florida Canyon. This was the largest drilling program
to date: 17,000 meters / 39 core holes, and was
successful in:
1. Extending the San Jorge zone in three directions
2. Discovery of the 1021 zone, similar in size and
grade to the San Jorge zone
3. Extending mineralization at the high-grade
Karen-Milagros zone

Lik Zinc Project: (ALASKA)
Lik is a large tonnage, high-grade, open-pittable
zinc deposit with significant underground expansion
potential. The property is comprised of 47 contiguous
state mining claims covering ≈2,225 hectares (6,000
acres). The project is a 50/50 joint venture with Teck
Resources located approximately 22 kilometers from
Teck’s Red Dog Mine, one of the largest and lowest
cost zinc mines in the world. Solitario is the project
operator of Lik. A PEA was completed in 2014 on the
Lik deposit, revealing an impressive IRR.

Florida Canyon Zinc Project, Peru

Lik Zinc Project, Alaska

The 2019 Lik exploration program was jointly funded
by Teck and Solitario, with Teck acting as manager.
The program was successful in identifying new
drill targets.
• Geologic mapping, geochemical sampling and
detailed gravity geophysics
• Multi-element continuous scan and selective
relogging of historic core to identify new
drill targets
• New drill targets include North Prospect area and
stacked mineralized horizons underlying the
Lik deposit
2,000+ exploration program, surface geochemical
sampling and induced polarization commenced
July 2021.

This publication includes certain “Forward-Looking Statements” within the meaning of section 21E of the United States Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. All statements, other than statements of historical fact, included herein, including
without limitation, statements regarding potential mineralization and reserves, exploration results and future plans and objectives of Solitario, are forward-looking statements that involve various risks and uncertainties. There can be no assurance
that such statements will prove to be accurate and actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Development of Solitario’s properties are subject to the success of exploration, completion and
implementation of an economically viable mining plan, obtaining the necessary permits and approvals from various regulatory authorities, compliance with operating parameters established by such authorities and political risks such as higher
tax and royalty rates, foreign ownership controls and our ability to finance in countries that may become politically unstable. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from Solitario’s expectations are disclosed under the
heading “Risk Factors” and elsewhere in Solitario’s documents filed from time to time with Canadian Securities Commissions, the United States Securities and Exchange Commission and other regulatory authorities. Cautionary Note to U.S. Investors
concerning estimates of Resources: This publication uses the terms “Measured, Indicated and Inferred Resources.” The Company advises U.S. investors that while these terms are recognized and required by Canadian regulations, the SEC does not recognize the terms. U.S. investors are cautioned not to assume that any part or all of Measured or Indicated Mineral Resources will ever be converted into Reserves. Inferred Resources have a great amount of uncertainty as to their existence, and great
uncertainty as to their economic and legal feasibility. It cannot be assumed that all or any part of an Inferred Mineral Resource will ever be upgraded to a higher category. Under Canadian rules, estimates of Inferred Mineral Resources may not form
the basis of feasibility or pre-feasibility studies, except in rare cases. U.S. investors are cautioned not to assume that any part or all of a measured, indicated or inferred resource exists, or is economically or legally minable. This document (including
drill hole information and mineral reserve and resource numbers) has been reviewed for accuracy by Mr. Walt Hunt, COO for Solitario Zinc Corp., who is a qualified person as defined by National Instrument 43-101.

